Many inference problems involve data generation processes that are not uniquely specified or are uncertain in some way. In a scientific context, the presence of several plausible data generation processes is often associated to the presence of systematic uncertainties. Robust inference is possible if it is based on a pivot -a quantity whose distribution is invariant to the unknown value of the (categorical or continuous) nuisance parameters that parametrizes this family of generation processes. In this work, we introduce a flexible training procedure based on adversarial networks for enforcing the pivotal property on a predictive model. We derive theoretical results showing that the proposed algorithm tends towards a minimax solution corresponding to a predictive model that is both optimal and independent of the nuisance parameters (if that models exists) or for which one can tune the trade-off between power and robustness. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach with a toy example and an example from particle physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning techniques have been used to enhance a number of scientific disciplines, and they have the potential to transform even more of the scientific process. One of the challenges of applying machine learning techniques to scientific problems is the need to incorporate systematic uncertainties. The presence of systematic uncertainties affects both the robustness of inference and the metrics used to evaluate the performance of a particular data analysis strategy.
In this work, we focus on supervised learning techniques where the presence of systematic uncertainty can be associated to the fact that the data generation process is not uniquely specified. In other words, the lack of systematic uncertainties corresponds to the (rare) case that the process that generates training data is unique, fully specified, and an accurate representative of the real world data. By contrast, a common situation when systematic uncertainty is present is when the training data are not representative of the real data that a predictive model will be applied to in practice. Several techniques for domain adaptation have been developed to create predictive models that are more robust to this type of uncertainty. A more generic situation is that there are several plausible data generation processes, specified as a family of data generation processes parametrized by nuisance parameters, which can be categorical or continuous. Assuming a probability model p(X, Y, Z), where X are the data, Y are the target labels, and Z are the nuisance parameters, we consider the problem of learning a predictive model for Y conditional on the observed values of X that is robust to uncertainty in the unknown value of Z. More specifically, we introduce a learning procedure for enforcing the pivotal property [15] on a predictive model by jointly training two neural networks in an adversarial fashion. We derive theoretical results proving that the proposed procedure converges towards a predictive model that is both optimal and independent of the nuisance parameters (if that models exists) or for which one can tune the trade-off between power and robustness. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach with a toy example and an example from particle physics.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we first formally define the problem of learning a pivotal, predictive model. In Sec. III and IV, we describe how adversarial networks can be trained to obtain predictive models that are independent of nuisance parameters and show that the proposed procedure converges towards a model that is both optimal and robust. The effectiveness of the approach is then demonstrated empirically in Sec. V A and V B. In Sec. VI, we relate our work to close contributions from statistical inference, domain adaptation, and fairness in classification. Finally, we gather our concluding remarks in Sec. VII.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We begin with a family of data generation processes p(X, Y, Z), where X ∈ X are the data, Y ∈ Y are the target labels, and Z ∈ Z are the nuisance parameters that can be continuous or categorical. Let us assume that prior to incorporating the effect of uncertainty in Z, our goal is to learn a regression function f : X → S of parameters θ f (e.g., a neural network-based probabilistic classifier) that minimizes a loss L f (θ f ) (e.g., the crossentropy).
We augment our initial objective so that inference based on f (X; θ f ) will be robust to the value z ∈ Z of the nuisance parameter Z -which remains unknown at test time. A formal way of enforcing robustness is to require that the distribution of f (X; θ f ) conditional on Z (and possibly Y ) be invariant with the nuisance parameter Z. Thus, we wish to find a function f such that
for all z, z ∈ Z and all values s ∈ S of f (X; θ f ). In words, we are looking for a predictive function f which is a pivotal quantity [15] with respect to the nuisance parameters. This implies that f (X; θ f ) and Z are independent random variables. As stated in Eqn. 1, the pivotal quantity criterion is imposed with respect to p(X|Z) where Y is marginalized out. In some situations however (see e.g., Sec. V B), class conditional independence of f (X; θ f ) on the nuisance Z is preferred, which can then be stated as requiring
for one or several specified values y ∈ Y.
III. METHOD
Joint training of adversarial networks was first proposed by [21] as a way to build a generative model capable of producing samples from random noise z. More specifically, the authors pit a generative model g : R n → R p against an adversary classifier d : R p → [0, 1] whose antagonistic objective is to recognize real data X from generated data g(Z). Both models g and d are trained simultaneously, in such a way that g learns to produce samples that are difficult to identify by d, while d incrementally adapts to changes in g. At the equilibrium, g models a distribution whose samples can be identified by d only by chance. That is, assuming enough capacity in d and g, the distribution of g(Z) eventually converges towards the real distribution of X.
In this work, we repurpose adversarial networks as a means to constrain the predictive model f in order to satisfy Eqn. 1. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we pit f against an adversary model r := p θr (z|f (X; θ f ) = s) of parameters θ r and associated loss L r (θ f , θ r ). This model takes as input realizations f (X; θ f ) and produces as output a function modeling the posterior probability den-sity p θr (z|f (X; θ f ) = s). Intuitively, if p(f (X; θ f ) = s|z) varies with z, then the corresponding correlation can be captured by r. By contrast, if p(f (X; θ f ) = s|z) is invariant with z, as we require, then r should perform poorly and be close to random guessing. Training f such that it additionally minimizes the performance of r therefore acts as a regularization towards Eqn. 1.
If Z takes discrete values, then p θr can be represented e.g. as a probabilistic classifier R → R |Z| whose j th output (for j = 1, . . . , |Z|) is the estimated probability mass p θr (z j |f (X; θ f ) = s). Similarly, if Z takes continuous values, then we can model the posterior probability density p(z|f (X; θ f ) = s) with a sufficiently flexible parametric family of distributions P(γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . ), where the parameters γ j depend on f (X, θ f ) and θ r . The adversary r may take any form, i.e. it does not need to be a neural network, as long as it exposes a differentiable function p θr (z|f (X; θ f ) = s) of sufficient capacity to represent the true distribution. Fig. 1 illustrates a concrete example where p θr (z|f (X; θ f ) = s) is a mixture of gaussians, as modeled with a mixture density network [10] ). The j th output corresponds to the estimated value of the corresponding parameter γ j of that distribution (e.g., the mean, variance and mixing coefficients of its components). As in [10, 26] , the estimated probability density p θr (z|f (X; θ f ) = s) can then be evaluated for any z ∈ Z and any score s ∈ S.
As with generative adversarial networks, we propose to train f and r simultaneously, which we carry out by considering the value function
that we optimize by finding the minimax solution 
With θ f fixed, update r by ascending its stochastic gradient
log p θr (zm|sm);
5:
end for 6:
With θr fixed, update f by descending its stochastic gradient
where p θ f (ym|xm) denotes 1(ym = 0)(1 − sm) + 1(ym = 1)sm; 8: end for Without loss of generality, the adversarial training procedure to obtain (θ f ,θ r ) is formally presented in Algorithm 1 in the case of a binary classifier f : R p → [0, 1] modeling p(Y = 1|X). For reasons further explained in Sec. IV, L f and L r are respectively set to the expected value of the negative log-likelihood of Y |X under f and of Z|f (X; θ f ) under r:
The optimization algorithm consists in using stochastic gradient descent alternatively for solving Eqn. 4. Finally, in the case of a class conditional pivot, the settings are the same, except that the adversarial term L r (θ f , θ r ) is restricted to Y = y.
IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS
In this section, we show that in the setting of Algorithm 1 where L f and L r are respectively set to expected value of the negative log-likelihood of Y |X under f and of Z|f (X; θ f ) under r, the minimax solution of Eqn. 4 corresponds to a classifier f which is a pivotal quantity.
In this setting, the nuisance parameter Z is considered as a random variable of prior p(Z), and our goal is to find a function f (·; θ f ) such that f (X; θ f ) and Z are independent random variables. Importantly, classification of Y with respect to X is considered in the context where Z is marginalized out, which means that the classifier minimizing L f is optimal with respect to Y |X, but not necessarily with Y |X, Z (unless Z is made explicit and is included among the input variables in X). Results hold for a nuisance parameters Z taking either categorical or continuous values. By abuse of notation, H(Z) denotes the differential entropy in this latter case. Finally, the proposition below is derived in a non-parametric setting, by assuming that both f and r have enough capacity. Proof. For fixed θ f , the adversary r is optimal at
in which case pθ r (z|f (X; θ f ) = s) = p(z|f (X; θ f ) = s) for all z and all s, and L r reduces to the expected entropy E s∼f (X;θ f ) [H(Z|f (X; θ f ) = s)] of the conditional distribution of the nuisance parameters. This expectation is nothing else than the conditional entropy of the random variables Z and f (X; θ f ) and can be written as H(Z|f (X; θ f )). Accordingly, the value function E can be restated as a function depending on θ f only:
In particular, we have the lower bound
where the equality holds atθ f = arg min θ f E (θ f ) when:
•θ f minimizes the negative log-likelihood of Y |X under f , which happens whenθ f are the parameters of an optimal classifier. In this case, L f reduces to its minimum value H(Y |X).
•θ f maximizes the conditional entropy H(Z|f (X; θ f )), since H(Z|f (X; θ)) ≤ H(Z) from the properties of entropy. Note that this latter inequality holds for both the discrete and the differential definitions of entropy.
By assumption, the lower bound is active, thus we have H(Z|f (X; θ f )) = H(Z) because of the second condition, which happens exactly when Z and f (X; θ f ) are independent variables. In other words, the optimal classifier f (·;θ f ) is also a pivotal quantity. Proposition 1 suggests that if at each step of Algorithm 1 the adversary r is allowed to reach its optimum given f (e.g., by setting K sufficiently high) and if f is updated to improve L f (θ f ) − H(Z|f (X; θ f )) with sufficiently small steps, then f should converge to a classifier that is both optimal and pivotal, provided such a classifier exists. Therefore, the adversarial term L r can be regarded as a way to select among the class of all optimal classifiers a function f that is also pivotal. Despite the former theoretical characterization of the minimax solution of Eqn. 4, let us note that formal guarantees of convergence towards that solution by Algorithm 1 in the case where a finite number K of steps is taken for r remains to be proven.
On many practical problems, the assumption of existence of an optimal and pivotal classifier may not hold because the nuisance parameter directly shapes the decision boundary. In this case, the lower bound
is strict: f can either be an optimal classifier or a pivotal quantity, but not both simultaneously. In this situation, it is natural to rewrite the value function E as
where λ ≥ 0 is a hyper-parameter controlling the tradeoff between the performance of f and its independence with respect to the nuisance parameter. Setting λ to a large value will preferably enforces f to be pivotal while setting λ close to 0 will rather constraint f to be optimal. When the lower bound is strict, let us note however that there may exist distinct but equally good solutions θ f , θ r minimizing Eqn. 11. In this zero-sum game, an increase in accuracy would exactly be compensated by a decrease in pivotality and vice-versa. How to best navigate this Pareto frontier to maximize a higher-level objective remains a question open for future works. Interestingly, let us finally emphasize that these results hold using only the (1D) output s of f (·; θ f ) (in the case of binary classification) as input to the adversary. We could similarly enforce an intermediate representation of the data to be pivotal, e.g. as in [19] , but this is in fact not necessary.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Toy example
As a guiding toy example, let us consider the binary classification of 2D data drawn from multivariate gaussians with equal priors, such that
x ∼ N (0, 0), 1 −0.5 −0.5 1 when Y = 0, (12) x ∼ N (1, 1 + Z),
The continuous nuisance parameter Z represents in this case our uncertainty about the exact location of the mean of the second gaussian. Our goal is to build a classifier f (·; θ f ) for predicting Y given X, but such that the probability distribution of f (X; θ f ) is invariant with respect to the nuisance parameter Z.
Assuming a gaussian prior z ∼ N (0, 1), we start by generating training data {x i , y i , z i } N i=1 , from which we train a neural network classifier f minimizing L f (θ f ) without considering its adversary r. The network architecture comprises 2 dense hidden layers of 20 nodes respectively with tanh and ReLU activations, followed by a dense output layer with a single node with a sigmoid activation. As shown in Fig. 2 , the resulting classifier is not pivotal, as the conditional probability densities of its decision scores f (X; θ f ) show large discrepancies between values z of the nuisance parameters. While not shown here, a classifier trained only from data generated at the nominal value Z = 0 would also not be pivotal.
Let us now consider the joint training of f against an adversary r implemented as a mixture density network modeling Z|f (X; θ f ) as a mixture of five gaussians. The network architecture of r comprises 2 dense hidden layers of 20 nodes with ReLU activations, followed by an output layer of 15 nodes corresponding to the means, standard deviations and mixture coefficients of the five gaussians. Output nodes for the mean values come with linear activations, output nodes for the standard deviations with exponential activations to ensure positivity, while output nodes for the mixture coefficients implement the softmax function to ensure positivity and normalization. When running Algorithm 1 as initialized with the classifier f obtained previously, adversarial training effectively reshapes the decision function so it that becomes almost independent on the nuisance parameter, as shown in Fig. 2 . In particular, the conditional probability densities of the decision scores f (X; θ f ) are now very similar to each other, indicating only a small residual dependency on the nuisance, as theoretically expected. The dynamics of adversarial training is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the losses L f , L r and L f − λL r are evaluated after each iteration of Algorithm 1. In the first iterations, we observe that the global objective L f − λL r is minimized by making the classifier less accurate, hence the corresponding increase of L f , but which results in a classifier that is more pivotal, hence the corresponding increase of L r and the total net benefit. As learning goes, minimizing E then requires making predictions that are more accurate, hence decreasing L f , or that are even less dependent on Z, hence shaping p θr towards the prior p(z).
Indeed, L f eventually starts to decrease, while remaining bounded from below by min θ f L f (θ f ) as approximated by the dashed line in the first plot. Similarly, L r tends towards the differential entropy H(Z) of the prior (where H(Z) = log(σ √ 2πe) = 1.419 in the case of a gaussian with unit variance), as shown by the dashed line in the second plot. Finally, let us note that the ideal situation of a classifier that is both optimal and pivotal is unreachable for this problem, as shown in the third plot by the offset between L f − λL r and the dashed line approximating H(Y |X) − λH(Z).
B. High energy physics example
Experiments at high energy colliders like the LHC [17] are searching for evidence of new particles beyond the ones described by the well established Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. A wide array of extended theories predict the existence of new massive particles that would decay to known particles in the SM such as the W boson. The W boson is unstable and can decay to two quarks, each of which produce collimated sprays of particles known as jets (collectively denoted W → jj). If the exotic particle is heavy, then the W boson will be moving very fast, and relativistic effects will cause the two jets from its decay to merge into a single 'W -jet'. These W -jets have a rich internal substructure (see e.g. [3, 4] and references therein). However, jets are also produced ubiquitously at high energy colliders through more mundane processes in the SM, which leads to a challenging classification problem that is beset with a number of sources of systematic uncertainty.
The classification challenge used here is common in jet substructure studies (see [5, 6, 13] and references therein): we aim to discriminate between the normal jets produced copiously at the LHC (Y = 0) and the W -jets (Y = 1) potentially coming from an exotic process. We reuse the datasets used in [8] . For completeness, the jets are built with the anti-k T algorithm [12] with radius parameter R = 1.2, and trimmed [23] with subjets built with the k T algorithm and parameter f cut = 0.2. The features used in the classifiers are: trimmed jet invariant mass, N-subjettiness τ β=1 21 [28, 29] , and the energy correlation functions C β=1
Challenging in its own right, this classification problem is made all the more difficult by the presence of pileup, or multiple proton-proton interactions occurring simultaneously with the primary interaction. These pileup interactions produce additional particles that can contribute significant energies to jets unrelated to the underlying discriminating information. The number of pileup interactions can vary with the running conditions of the collider, and we want the classifier to be robust to these conditions. Taking some liberty, we consider an extreme case with a categorical nuisance parameter, where Z = 0 corresponds to events without pileup and Z = 1 corresponds to events with pileup, for which there are an average of 50 independent pileup interactions overlaid.
We do not expect that we will be able to find a function f that simultaneously minimizes the classification loss L f and is pivotal. Thus, we need to optimize the hyper-parameter λ of Eqn. 11 with respect to a higherlevel objective. In this case, the natural higher-level context is a hypothesis test of a null hypothesis with no Y = 1 events against an alternate hypothesis that is a mixture of Y = 0 and Y = 1 events. In the absence of systematic uncertainties, optimizing L f simultaneously optimizes the power of a classical hypothesis test in the Neyman-Pearson sense. When we include systematic uncertainties we need to balance the classification performance against the robustness to uncertainty in Z. Since we are still performing a hypothesis test against the null, we only wish to impose the pivotal property on Y = 0 events. To this end, we use as a higher level objective the Approximate Median Significance (AMS), which was used in the Higgs boson machine learning challenge and is a natural generalization of the power of a hypothesis test when systematic uncertainties are taken into account (see Eqn. 20 of [1] ).
For several values of λ, we train a classifier using Algorithm 1 but consider the adversarial term L r conditioned on Y = 0 only, as outlined in Sec. II. The architecture of f comprises 3 hidden layers of 64 nodes respectively with tanh, ReLU and ReLU activations, and is terminated by a single final output node with a sigmoid activation. The architecture of r is the same, but uses only ReLU activations in its hidden nodes. As in the previous example, adversarial training is initialized with f pre-trained. Experiments are performed on a subset of 150000 samples for training while AMS is evaluated on an independent test set of 5000000 samples. Both training and testing samples are weighted such that the null hypothesis corresponded to 1000 of Y = 0 events and the alternate hypothesis included an additional 100 Y = 1 events prior to any thresholding on f . This allows us to probe the efficacy of the method proposed here in a representative background-dominated high energy physics environment. Results reported below are averages over 5 runs.
As Fig. 4 illustrates, without adversarial training (at λ = 0|Z = 0 when building a classifier at the nominal value Z = 0 only, or at λ = 0 when building a classifier on data sampled from p(X, Y, Z)), the AMS peaks at 7. By contrast, as the pivotal constraint is made stronger (for λ > 0) the AMS peak moves higher, with a maximum value around 7.8 for λ = 10. In other words, trading classification accuracy for robustness to pileup results in a net benefit in terms of the power of the resulting hypothesis test. Setting λ too high however (e.g. λ = 500) results in a decrease of the maximum AMS, by focusing the capacity of f too strongly on independence with Z, at the expense of classification accuracy. As demonstrated in this example, optimizing λ gives us a principled and effective approach to control the trade-off between accuracy and robustness that ultimately maximizes the power of the enveloping hypothesis test.
VI. RELATED WORK
In machine learning, learning a pivotal quantity can be related to the problem of domain adaptation [2, 7, 11, 19, 20, 22, 27] , where the goal is often stated as trying to learn a domain-invariant representation of the data. Likewise, our method also relates to the problem of enforcing fairness in classification [16, 18, 30, 31] , which is stated as learning a classifier that is independent of some chosen attribute such as gender, color or age. For both families of methods, the problem can equivalently be stated as learning a classifier which is a pivotal quantity with respect to either the domain or the selected feature. As an example, unsupervised domain adapta-tion with labeled data from a source domain and unlabeled data from a target domain can be recast as learning a predictive model f (i.e., trained to minimize L f evaluated on labeled source data only) that is also a pivot with respect to the domain Z (i.e., trained to maximize L r evaluated on both source and target data). In this context, [16, 19] are certainly among the closest to our work, in which domain invariance and fairness are enforced through an adversarial minimax setup composed of a classifier and an adversary discriminator. Following this line of work and without making assumptions on the prior p(Z), our method can be regarded as a generalization that also supports a continuously parametrized family of domains or as enforcing fairness over continuous attributes.
A common approach to account for systematic uncertainties in a scientific context (e.g. in high energy physics) is to take as fixed a classifier f built from training data for a nominal value z 0 of the nuisance parameter, and then propagate uncertainty by estimating p(f (x)|z) with a parametrized calibration procedure. Clearly, this classifier is however not optimal for z = z 0 . To overcome this issue, the classifier f is sometimes built instead on a mixture of training data generated from several plausible values z 0 , z 1 , . . . of the nuisance parameter. While this certainly improves classification performance with respect to the marginal model p(X, Y ), there is no reason to expect the resulting classifier to be pivotal, as shown previously in Sec. V A. As an alternative, parametrized classifiers [9, 14] directly take (nuisance) parameters as additional input variables, hence ultimately providing the most statistically powerful approach for incorporating the effect of systematics on the underlying classification task. As argued in [25] , it is not obvious how such classifiers can be used on real data since the correct value z of the nuisance often remains unknown. This is not an issue in the context of parameter inference [14] , where nuisance parameters are eliminated via optimization or marginalization. In practice, parametrized classifiers are also computationally expensive to build and evaluate. In particular, calibrating their decision function, i.e. approximating p(f (x, z)|y, z) as a continuous function of z, remains an open challenge. By contrast, constraining f to be pivotal yields a classifier which may not be optimal with respect to Y |X, Z, as discussed in Sec. IV, but that can otherwise be directly used in a wider range of applications, since the dependence on the nuisance parameter Z has already been eliminated. Moreover, if f is sufficiently close to being pivotal, then calibration only needs to be carried out once.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a flexible learning procedure for building a predictive model that is independent of continuous or categorical nuisance parameters by jointly training two neural networks in an adversarial fashion. From a theoretical perspective, we motivated the proposed algorithm by showing that the minimax value of its value function corresponds to a predictive model that is both optimal and pivotal (if that models exists) or for which one can tune the trade-off between power and robustness. From an empirical point of view, we confirmed the effectiveness of our method on a toy example and a particle physics example.
Despite the theoretical characterization of the minimax solution of Eqn. 4 that motivates this work, Algorithm 1 remains a heuristic in the sense that we do not provide formal guarantees of convergence of the procedure towards that solution. Empirical evidence gathered here and in similar minimax-based works (see e.g., [16, 21] ) suggests that the alternating optimization algorithm works sufficiently well in practice, but further research studying its stability and convergence would certainly be beneficial for a large body of works.
In terms of applications, the proposed solution can be used in any situation where the training data may not be representative of the real data the predictive model will be applied to in practice. In the scientific context, the presence of systematic uncertainty can be incorporated by considering a family of data generation processes, and it would be worth revisiting those scientific problems that utilize machine learning in light of this technique. Moreover, the approach also extends to cases where independence of the predictive model with respect to observed random variables is desired, as in domain adaptation or fairness in classification. Again, trying our algorithm on these use cases is certainly worth investigating.
